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Product Description 

 

CorrosionX for Guns is a compulsory for the Phalanx guns and equipment of 

Special Forces around the world. GunX is a commercial grade lubricant and 

corrosion protector. It will perfectly maintain firearms and improve their 

performance, even increase FPS. 

� Cuts through stubborn bore deposits for easier, more thorough cleaning  

� Decreases fouling, even after thousands of rounds  

� Lubricates and protects mechanisms and bores even better and longer 

than products fortified with PTFE 

� Ideal for semi-automatics and automatics  

� Sticks to metal like a magnet to prevent rust ... even in the rain 

� Increases velocity FPS after surplus is cleaned away 

� Fully efficient at 1 micron application thickness 

CorrosionX for Guns “polar bonds” to metal (water beads on it like car wax), 

prevents rust from starting even with extended exposure to rain, and withstands 

extreme handling abuse. It repels moisture with the thinnest of coats. 

And its polar-bonding effect works to prevent existing rust from progressing – 

spray it on a gun where rust specks have already begun, and it will gently lift 

corrosion over time. 

Application Suggestion 

 

- On guns needing outstanding performance and lubrication 

- On guns used in extreme conditions i.e. Duck shooting or marine   

  environments 

- On guns in long terms storage 

- On guns stored in humid locations  

- On torches, headlamps , range equipment and hunting lights 

N.B. Many rifles usually needing sub-sonic ammo to recoil will work fine with 

standard ammo once CorrosionX is applied. CorrosionX does NOT affect blueing, 

rubber, neoprene, glass or plexiglass.  
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Direction of use 

 

Apply sparingly by wiping or spraying on. Use as cleaner, lubricant and corrosion 

stopper. 

Safety brief / precautions 

 

Do not swallow. Clean spillages on floors as the product will never evaporate and 

make floors extremely slippery. 

Keep away from children. 

For full safety breefing see SDS sheet.   


